Hydrological Timeline of the Gibe III Dam Filling
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The estimate for river flows displayed above contains great uncertainty as it is dependent on many factors, including precipitation levels, the speed of turbine commissioning,
electricity production schedules, and the minimum flows released from the dam. The above hydrograph should be viewed as a broad outline of what will happen once the dam
begins to fill; note the initial drop in river flows to a minimum release as the reservoir begins to fill, the gradual rise in flows as turbines are commissioned, and finally the
homogeneity of flows under normal operations. The filling period is estimated to take up to three years. A proposed artificial flood of 1000 cms lasting 10 days during the first
portion of September (for environmental and social mitigation) was not included in this graph as the likelihood of its release is currently unknown.
Estimates for the average outflow at the site and the outflow from the Gibe III once all turbines are commissioned are from SOGREAH Consultants (2010). Estimates for Lake
Turkana water levels are from Avery (2012). Estimates for the start of power production and turbine commissioning are from The Reporter (2015).
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